Unborder:
An enquiry on possibilities
Humans have existed for millions of years. Throughout all
these years of evolution we have been exploring ways to survive, coexist and understand the world around. Over time, we
migrated, found and settled down in radically different places
on this planet. And depending on the environment our ways
of life would vary, so would our understanding, our beliefs,
and social orders. We assigned labels and meanings to our reality which manifested in the form of a language and hence
religions, philosophy, science and art. Though these different
ways of life have helped us to coexist and imagine a future
together, it has also given rise to conflicts, wars, divisions and
fears.

But beyond that, can we find a space to come together and
explore the differences? Understand each other better? Learn
from each other?

The festival will bring together people from different walks
of life to have conversations and dialogues.The intention is to
share different perspectives and understandings of the reality
we live in using art, philosophy, science as a medium. While
celebrating the differences, we will explore what we have in
common and what binds us together as humans. From there,
we can start imagining a future together.
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Language represents organised gibberish which
makes sense to a certain set of people or a community. This
along with the geography defines the boundary of a region.
The language we are talking about is not just verbal communication, but organised patterns that are made visible to
everyone. Made because language is tailored, these patterns
are an influence on people’s perception of reality and the way
people look at themselves. With language comes communication and expression and with this comes order, segregation,
discipline, conformity and eventually identity.

Though languages have aided in our synchronic growth and
envisioned our future it has also lead us to segregation and
invoked a sense of insecurity causing wars. We have internalised these conflicts and are finding happiness within our own
internal and external borders.
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While on the other side there is

gibberish,
a seemingly meaningless world which is attempting to
express and communicate but lacks order.
Its wild and
momentary,
full of

abstracts

and the

only thing constant is change. Where currently
logic and
imagination
presides through language,
gibberish is characterized by intuition
and imagination.

If we look closely and try

to read between the lines of

Language
and

gibberish
Silence,

we will encounter

where we can’t see the words

but we can hear its mean-

ing as an echo in our minds.

Silence is the medium in

which language and gibber-

ish coexists, it is the carri-

er of the seed of possibility

because it behaves like space

where anything is possible.
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A multitude of different realities are awaiting us to discover
them, our senses enable us to access realities and as humans
we are not just viewers, we are also the projectors. In today’s
time especially the visual sensory presides over any form of
judgements. So by consciously opening our other senses to
the environment we will open portals to different versions of
the same reality, widening the perception of our own
boundaries.

In such a process we will come across many experiences
which we don’t understand, altered behaviours, unanswered
questions, restricted “realities”, all have become normalised
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and a part of us. However our ability to imagine gives us the
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power to creatively read between the lines and fill out the
gaps we have not yet understood. By doing so we are trying
to reconnect with our real strength, our power of
imagination.

If we observe, envision and act on our social and natural environments not just for what they are but let ourselves wander
into the silence then it will lead to a growth which is more
sustainable and humane, a habitat that is “defined” by blurry
boundaries yet playful spaces.

The festival is a space where we enquire ourselves and
our own understandings, where we can go further
than what we take for granted, to explore together
what can be found beyond.

Unborder Festival
Aim: Artistic communication of possible scenarios of unborder and seed bombing them
Silence
Objective: Exploring realities through Language -Silence- Gibberish

Language						Gibberish

Day 2: Unborder walk

Language : Day 1
1.Unwinding activities and orientation

Language: Day 2
1.Unborder walk is a process of segregation of artists who
have similar understanding on the state of unborder. Artists
will be made to stand behind a line which would mark the
base. Series of question related to border and unborder will be
thrown at them, depending upon their personal understandDay 1 Unwinding activities

ing of these questions their positions will change along the
column. Those artists who get aligned in the same row will
eventually be put in one team.
2. The artists will now have a team in place which has similar
outlook towards unborder.
3. Here the intention is to gather artist with like mindedness
but to make them work with other artists who may or may
not be directly related to their skill set. This process would
also bring a shift in the traditional methodology that each
artist uses.
4. Getting to know teammates

Day 2: Silent days: Mind mapping

The seed here represents the art work that will be created by

Day 2: Silent days: Drawing

the artists through collaborations in the festival

Silence: Day 3
1. Share the intention and aim of the project and expected

Day 2: Silent days: Modeling

representation of unborder
2. This will be a day of silence, vocal fast and they will communicate with actions drawings and words.Silence will bring
in more self reflection into the process and an additional challenge to the artist. At the same time it will open space in a
different dimension for the process.
3.The team now lists out words and forms and creates a mind
map to put out all the intentions that they are looking forward to in their representation.
4. Pallet of props
5. Design and plan in silence

Day 2: Silent days: Enacting

Day 2: Silent days: Conceptualising

Gibberish: Day 4/5

1. After all the silent curation and planning it is time for the
creation. The participants are now allowed to communicate
and produce the art after a new empathetic process of conceptualisation .
2. The produced artwork is a permutation combination of
varied skill sets, a pallet of gibberish trying to take shape in
its own way.
3. The content produced during this stage need not be complete solution but a step towards its envisioning which can be
communicated to the world.
4.The process needs to produce outcomes which will act like
seed bombs , an idea they can carry back home to sow.

Day 3/4/5: Gibberish days:
Communicating and
Refining the conceptualised
idea

Day 3/4/5: Gibberish days: Prototyping

Day 6/7: Seed
harvesting and
Seed Bombing
Learnings of
Unborder
Play Pause: Day 6
On this puticular day various artistic versions of unborder will be
opened for public viewing. The intention being there is no one way of looking at a state of Unborder, but to open ourselves
and to acknowledge the multiple ways by which it is possible

Re-evolution: Day 7

Reflection and planning future actions of seed bombing and collaborations

Post the festival : Sowing the seeds of Unborder back home and in communities

Participating in the growth of Unborder and bearing its fruits

